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Experts and Authors – One Stop!  
 
Tampa, FL – It’s always great to announce another amazing collaboration!  
LinktoEXPERT is now working with Author One Stop, Inc. Helping coaches, trainers, 
speakers, consultants, and other entrepreneurs become better known by writing a book 
is what this partnership is all about!  
 
It is said that many consultants, coaches, trainers, speakers, and entrepreneurs have a 
book inside of them. The tagline for Author One Stop, Inc. is “We perform ‘Book 
Appendectomies’ to get the book inside of you out”!  After helping to get the content 
right, they pitch books to mainstream publishers. Books are an avenue for subject 
matter experts to be known as bestselling authors, become famous, and achieve 
national or international recognition and success. 
 
LinktoEXPERT Founder, Joanne Weiland states, “We know it takes most people many 
years to get their book out in the marketplace, so why wouldn’t you hire Author One 
Stop, Inc. to do the heavy lifting for you?” 

Books by Author One Stop, Inc. have: 

• Received 6-figure book deals 
• Made the USA Today Bestseller List and The Wall Street Journal Bestseller List 
• Been featured in the Hudson Booksellers at airports across the country 
• Appeared in Oprah Magazine, Time Magazine, and on Hallmark TV and Daily 

Mail TV 
• Been read by Hollywood movie producers 
• Been sold nationally in bulk to Office Max and FedEx/Office 
• Been placed by the bedsides in 5-star luxury hotels 
• Achieved prestigious awards 

Together, Author One Stop, Inc. and LinktoEXPERT will guide consultants, coaches, 
trainers, speakers, and entrepreneurs to achieve greater notoriety and get their book 
into the hands of publishers and prospective clients. 
 

http://www.linktoexpert.com/


About LinktoEXPERT - Since 2007, LinktoEXPERT has made it easy for experts to be 
seen consistently online, on stage, on social media, and to be heard frequently on radio 
and podcast interviews. LinktoEXPERT helps clients to become known as experts 
worldwide. Imagine the empowerment you feel when you focus on what you do best 
and let the LinktoEXPERT community do the rest? You elevate your status by allowing 
decision-makers to regularly assess your talents, review your education, experience, 
and achievements; and make it easy for them to hire you in minutes.   
 
About AUTHOR ONE STOP, Inc. – Author One Stop, Inc. specializes in helping experts 
write books that readers and publishers will want to buy. They offer a Write-a-Book 
Program, critiques, ghostwriting, book editing, and pitch manuscripts to literary agents 
and publishers. Their prestigious team of editors have all worked for publishers or have 
edited many books that have sold to publishers, ensuring that your book is always in the 
best of hands. www.AuthorOneStop.com.  
 
 

http://www.authoronestop.com/

